2003 cadillac cts engine swap

So I got this car it has a engine swap it starts and runs. I have power to doors can lock and
unlock, windows will not roll down. Also no radio or heat control power to all of it and wipers
don't work. Has power to everything; headlights, turn signals, brake light all work. Any ideas
where or what to start with? Do you. You bought this car with a "For Sale As Is" sign in the
window, and that is the way you're going to sell it. This car only came with a V-6 engine. I can't
imagine how anyone shoe-horned a V-8 into it, but there are way too many problems to list that
you're going to run into. First let me start with the slightly less-obvious ones. Knowing these
might make you throw in the towel before you waste a lot of money and frustration on a project
that can't work. A with a carburetor or throttle body injection requires very low fuel pressure.
Carburetors will be overloaded with much more than three or four pounds. Throttle body
injectors run at around 14 psi. Multi-point systems like this car came with run in the area of 45
to 55 psi. The front coil springs are designed to hold up the weight of the front of the car with a
V-6 engine. GM and Ford V-8 engines are pounds heavier than the comparable Chrysler V-8, and
those are a couple hundred pounds heavier than a V-6 engine. The first problem is front ride
height is going to be too low, and new springs won't fix that. Every shop has a small book that
lists every car model and year, where to take those measurements, and what they should be.
Those are published specifications that have legal ramifications. Your handling and steering
response will feel like you're driving a delivery truck. Every manufacturer spends thousands of
hours for research and development just for the brake system on each new car model. The goal
is to have a balanced braking system, front-to-rear, under normal driving conditions. Part of that
system is the carefully-selected proportioning valve for the rear brakes. Those limit rear brake
fluid pressure under hard stops to reduce rear-wheel lock-up. That valve lives inside the
combination valve, and those will have different valving and spring pressures based on such
things as with or without air conditioning, with or without rear heaters, and number of things on
a list of optional equipment. By adding three hundred pounds to the front of the car, you never
gave any thought to cobbling the combination valve to try to get back that balanced braking.
With more weight, you'll need to push harder on the brake pedal, and with the added weight
transfer to the front, you'll have real easy rear-wheel lock-up. Skidding tires have no traction
and can result in the rear trying to pass the front of the car. That is the sole reason we came up
with early versions of rear-wheel-anti-lock brakes for pickup trucks. To stop the rear tires from
skidding on your car, you'll need to reduce brake pedal pressure, but that also lowers stopping
power at the front tires. There's no way around it; you will have seriously-increased stopping
distances, and that can come back to bite you if the other guy runs a red light and crashes into
you. His lawyer or insurance investigator will convince a jury that you were partly at fault for the
crash because you were less able to avoid it, and they will be right. Insurance adjusters love to
find lowered cars, raised trucks, and any other modifications, as long as it is not on their
client's vehicle. The front brake calipers are sized to provide the necessary stopping power
based on the car's weight. Stopping a car with added weight will overheat the brake pads much
easier than normal, and that will result in one form of brake fade. That doesn't always occur
suddenly from one stop to the next. It is more likely to come in gradually, and make you need to
push harder and harder on the brake pedal, often too little to notice until it gets real bad. Each
time you have to push harder to stop, the additional heat build-up occurs faster and faster until
you sail through an intersection without stopping. The more-obvious problem comes from all
the computers the insane engineers have hung on their cars. As late as , a Cadillac could have
as many as 47 computers, and that gets much worse every year. The Transmission Computer
needs to know road speed, throttle position, coolant temperature, and engine speed to know
when to initiate a shift. It gets that information from the Engine Computer. Both of those share
data with one of the most complicated computers on the car, the instrument cluster. That
receives only digital information from all the other computers to turn warning lights on and off,
and to run the gauges. If you need to eliminate the high-pressure fuel pump in the gas tank, it is
part of an assembly that houses the fuel level sending unit. You don't want to drive around with
the "Low Fuel" warning light always on. If that shows anything, it is not going to be close to
accurate. The Body Computer is the main one that wakes up all the other computers. In return, it
expects to get a verification signal that they did indeed turn on. No Engine Computer can run a
carbureted engine, and a V-6 multi-point computer is as different from a V-8 throttle body
computer as Chrysler's Lean Burn Computer is from the navigation computer on NASA's lunar
lander. Even if you tried to leave the original computer on the car, it will detect that it isn't
connected to injectors. Those will trigger six diagnostic fault codes. There are well over 2, other
things the Engine Computer can detect, and when set, the majority of those codes stop other
computers from running some of their self tests. Most of the other computers detect problems
and set related fault codes to indicate their circuits or systems that need further diagnosis.
You're going to be swimming in hundreds of fault codes, then, when a problem does occur, you

won't have any idea where to start looking. That is the whole reason they had to design in those
fault codes. Without them, it could take weeks to track down and diagnose a running problem
with a simple cause. The air bag system is another problem. The crash sensors need a specific
rate of deceleration to detect a crash. With a lot of additional weight, the car is going to
decelerate slower, possibly to the point the air bags do not deploy when needed. GM is going to
love this because the modifications will completely absolve them of any liability. There are
dozens of class-action lawsuits every year, many involving injuries. You can say goodbye to
any involvement with those. I built a few cars many years ago. One was a '73 Dodge Challenger
with the engine moved back 16 inches for better weight transfer when racing. The transplanted
engine was the same shape and weight as the original one, the front torsion bars were easily
adjustable for the reduced front weight, and that car was used strictly for racing on race tracks.
It launched really great, but with all the other problems, I ran it four nights and gave up. I figured
out it was impossible to improve on what the engineers spend their entire careers designing. My
project cars had no computers, and they were meant to go fast on a paved oval. No lawsuits, no
layers, and not much concern for comfort. Looking back on those, I wish someone had warned
me then the way I'm warning you now. You need to look at this as an opportunity to go out and
find exactly what you want, and buy it. Was this answer. Not jumping in here, I just want to know
if you have any pictures of it, especially of the feankenstein-esque work under the hood. If so,
post them please. Please login or register to post a reply. Ac Delco Sponsored links. Ask a Car
Question. It's Free! By chazglenn3 , October 27, in General Cadillac Forums. Well, my new
engine arrived today, and now the service guy is trying to hose me. Before I even took the car in
to them, I asked what it would cost to do a motor swap using a longblock replacement. The
three dealers that I talked to including this one all said from 20 to 25 hours of labor. I then told
him that there was no way that I was paying that and to use all the old parts from the bad motor
regardless of their "condition". I'm planning to call some other dealers tomorrow and ask
exactly what labor is included in the book rate. Seems to me that it should be known that you
have to swap over the manifolds and other external accessories and sensors in a swap to a
longblock, and that those items should be included in the 20 hour book rate. Anyone have any
input of the situation?? You may need new hoses and a water pump. I can't judge that, but you
can. Sounds like a "hosing" to me. That engine can be replaced in one day. Some follow-up
would be required, of course. At best, it's a twelve hour job. Throttle body replacement?!? That
would be a first. Anyone here ever needed a throttle body replacement? I'll bet that might cost
an unnecessary buck or two! It's simply never happened. Throttle bodies do not go bad. There
is no means of avoiding the final collapse of a boom brought about by credit expansion. The
alternative is only whether the crisis should come sooner as the result of a voluntary
abandonment of further credit expansion, or later as a final and total catastrophe of the
currency system involved. He's trying to over charge you. Tell him to stick to his original
estimate or you'll go somewhere else. Most rebuilders sell an installation kit that includes water
pump, new Delco plugs and plug wires, thermostat, radiator hoses, etc. The throttle body is not
part of any egine installation kit for any make or model car, nor is the dome light, sunroof, right
rear fender, gas cap, spare tire, or vacation trip to Maui for four. Tell the dealer that you are
consulting with your offshore banking interests and financiers. Then find another mechanic.
When you pick one, go with him to pick up the car and all the parts. Once you are out of there,
you might consider putting the rubber estimate and other stuff, like the throttle body, in a BBB
complaint or some such. If it's a GM dealer, GM wants to hear from you. I have to disagree with
you. The Northstar water pump is literally a drop-in for a Cadillac dealer. Particularly on a dry
block! That was funny Jim. Note: For check and adjust toe-in, refer to operation E and add the
applicable times to the regular hours column. I'm a fan of that grand scheme. And, I've bite
marks on my butt. Thanks, guys. Logan, I think that is to swap a complete engine assembly, not
a longblock without manifolds and accessories. I sure wish I was able to do this at home, but I
just don't have the tools or space to do it. While I was there they were going on and on about
the "gasket and seals" and how they wouldn't use the old parts on a new engine. This really
sucks. Should I call Cadillac to see what they have to say? Well, I called Cadillac and the guy
there said "all the dealership are independantly owned and Cadillac doesn't control service
pricing. Is there any way to move the car with the cradle out? I just really don't want to spend
any more money at this dealer EVER! Merry Christmas. Be a Capitalist or work for one. Yeah, I
had to authorize them to remove the engine and diagnose the problem when I was trying to get
the warranty company to cover the work. I'll bet that a different dealer would have gotten the
repair authorized by the warranty company, too. I think the Goodwrench engine would only be a
longblock. The heads would be there but no intake, exhaust or accessories etc. Example:
Seville vs Eldorado. Both are the same 'block. But the holes are all there to do the swap The GM
factory could do a Northstar swap in 12 hours, off line in a repair bay, no problem. But they also

have a unlimited spare parts supply if any problems 'arise. I see, thanks for the explanation,
Logan. As much as this whole deal sucks, I'm still right around what the cars are selling for
here, anyway, and with a new motor. So the service advisor calls me today and says that the
new engine has the wrong head on the forward side So I had Custom Innovations call and talk
to the technician working on my car. Sure enough, it turns out that when they built the motor for
me he made sure to use a block, but mounted 97 heads on it my mistake. He is shipping another
head out tomorrow. I asked him if they discussed the timeserts, and he did say the technician
knew about the risk and that he had timeserts available if the insert pulled out. Sure would like
to get my car back Follow me on: Twitter Instagram Youtube. Understood, but I'd be happier if
the replacement head were not installed by a second party. Dealor or not. I'd watch them like a
hawk and make certain they properly installed the replacement head. Your next , miles might
depend on it. There are a lot of differences between the head and the head. Two of the most
important are. Thankfully there has been no change on the already inflated cost of the motor
swap. I might get homicidal if they even suggest any more money. I practically had to beg them
to ship the head with expidited shipping, for crying out loud I think the only difference in the
head between 97 and 98 was the accessory mounting due to the chassis change Becoming
homicidal can get you in trouble. You can post now and register later. If you have an account,
sign in now to post with your account. Note: Your post will require moderator approval before it
will be visible. Paste as plain text instead. Only 75 emoji are allowed. Display as a link instead.
Clear editor. Upload or insert images from URL. Reply to this topic Start new topic. Prev 1 2
Next Page 1 of 2. Recommended Posts. Posted October 27, Link to post Share on other sites.
WarrenJ 0 Posted October 27, Follow your intuition; it sounds like you have a "felt need" to go
elsewhere. Regards, Warren. Cadillac Jim Posted October 27, Logan Posted October 27, Note:
Rate is for Goodwrench replacement. Note: Goodwrench Engine. That being said I would like to
see it done in Logan Diagnostic LLC Posted October 28, The Fred 0 Posted October 28, Did
these clowns have your permission to yank the motor out? If they don't have signed permission
f them they ought to be sued Some deadhead makes unauthorized repairs to my car, Thank you
very much for the free repair and it had better be right! Merry Christmas Be a Capitalist or work
for one. Work for a Capitalist or be one. Logan Posted October 28, A Goodwrench would not be
built up like a engine on the factory assembly line. No way. Posted October 31, WarrenJ 0
Posted October 31, Sorry for the added worry. Hope it works out for you in the end. Bruce
Nunnally Posted October 31, Wow, sorry to hear, but good that they are following up well by
sending replacement heads. Cadillac Jim Posted October 31, Ranger 5 Posted October 31, Two
of the most important are 1. Compression ratio Roller tappets. The Fred 0 Posted November 1,
Posted November 1, Be careful, Becoming homicidal can get you in trouble. Join the
conversation You can post now and register later. Reply to this topic Insert image from URL.
Followers 0. Go to topic listing. Sign In Sign Up. So how do you find out what problems are
occurring? Any duplicates or errors? It's not us. Don't waste your time wasting ours! If you are
interested in advertising a for-profit service, contact us. Find something helpful? Spread the
word. Share on Facebook Retweet this page Email this page. Add Complaint. I bought this car
for my son that go to college at san jose state university, his been using this car since till
Recenty about a month ago his complaining the car has been overheating for no reasons, he
says that the gauge goes all the way up everytime he drive it but its ok if the car engine is
running but in park mode. We ended up got the car towed to merced. Since July of , the car is
the garage and never drive. We only start the car mostly to warp up the engine but not drive. We
have a friend mechanic look at it and can't point out the right problem, a lot of assumption
possible the thermostat, or radiator, water pump, or the fan, etc. At about approximately am this
morning my car was engulfed in flames in my driveway. I was awakened by my Cadillac Cts car
alarm as the flames we're visible thru my bedroom window. At which time I ran outside to turn
on the water hose to turn off the fire as my family was sleeping in the house. My husband's car
was right next to my cadi that had a full tank of fuel. I called and the fire department arrived to
turn off the fire on the Cadillac Cts And for more than ten minutes the fire was still blazing as
the firemen unable to control the flames. My car is gone as it burned down. Please help me to
understand why this happened. I only carried liability as this was all I could afford. I thank the
lord that even when we were in harm's way, he jehovah god protected us. All the glory to jesus
christ that their was no lost of life. Material things can be replaced. I am grateful to god for his
mercy and grace. He has total control and I know that he was with us. I was not aware that these
cars have a history of catching on fire. I am glad that we were not on the road when this
happened. My mother suffered a stroke and this could of been more detrimental but god did not
permit the hand of the enemy to touch us physically, halelujah to the lamb of god! I am blessed
to be a child of god! I know that he will give us justice because he does not forsake his children
and he is a god that does not lie. He is god emanuel! The crank and cam sensors have caused

the vehicle to stall out while driving or being stopped. I have seen several complaints online
regarding this issue in my car and other GM cars. How many complaints have you received for
this issue in GM cars. It seems the dealership should have recalled this since it is a well known
and documented issue and is a safety issue with cars stalling in the middle of driving and while
being stopped. I stalled on a freeway on ramp, at a stop sign and while being parked on the side
of the road. Search CarComplaints. The contact owns a Cadillac Cts. The contact left the vehicle
at the dealer overnight for an oil change. The contact received a call from the dealer that, due to
a stripped screw in the oil pan, the oil change could not be performed. The contact observed a
large amount of oil under the front of the vehicle when it was retrieved. The vehicle was not
repaired. The manufacturer was not notified of the failure. The VIN was unknown. The failure
mileage was approximately , The contact owned a Cadillac Cts. While driving approximately 30
mph, the contact turned sharply to avoid an animal. The engine stalled, but the vehicle
continued to coast and crashed into a tree. The air bags failed to deploy and the contact was
launched through the windshield. The contact sustained lower back, neck, and head injuries
that required medical attention. The vehicle was destroyed. A police report was filed. The
contact received notification of NHTSA campaign number: 14V electrical system ; however, the
failure was already experienced. The manufacturer was not made aware of the failure. The
approximate failure mileage was 50, The contact stated that while driving at approximately 25
mph, the engine stalled without warning. The vehicle had to cool down completely before the
vehicle restarted. The failure recurred numerous times. The vehicle was not taken to a dealer or
diagnosed. The failure mileage was approximately 67, My car just shut off in the middle of
exceleration I guess someone has to die first.. I have so many issues that I don't think I should
be having or had when new too.. I also noticed that where my airbag on my steering wheel. I am
fixing this car more than what I am writing about. The 1st month I bought it I had to return for a
bolt was coming loose on my steering column I need to talk to someone for work that was done
to my car that later I found was not my work order or my VIN. I was just tired of being taken The
PCV valve system design is defective. On 4 occasions the pressure build-up causing massive
oil leaks at the valve cover. I experienced smoke from the engine compartment as oil leaked
onto a hot engine. A potential engine fire. It took years for the Cadillac dealers to correct the
problem. This is a extreme cold weather issue. The automobile was in Arizona for a few years
and the issue was not a problem but once returned to Michigan, the problem got serious. I have
all of my repair documents. This car should has been recalled. It is not safe to drive. I was lucky
as I was near dealers when this occurred. While driving approximately 70 mph, the steering
wheel became difficult to maneuver and the engine stalled. The driver side door latch became
inoperable, and the brake, check engine, and traction control indicators illuminated. The contact
waited for a few minutes and the vehicle restarted. The failure occurred multiple times. The
vehicle was taken to an independent mechanic, but the cause of the failures could not be
diagnosed. The manufacturer was notified. The approximate failure mileage was , I have had my
car stop running several times during the time I have owned it The car just shuts off. I have to
restart it again. It does it on occasion, sometimes months apart. I am just hoping that it will
never shut off like that while driving down the highway. While driving 55 mph, the vehicle stalled
without warning. The vehicle was towed to an independent mechanic who stated that there was
an internal leak in the engine and the motor needed to be replaced. The vehicle was not repaired
and the manufacturer was notified of the failure. The failure mileage was , My Cts have been in
the shop numerous time for smoke and the smell of oil burning coming from the engine
compartment. While driving 50 mph, the traction control indicator illuminated and the vehicle
stalled. The vehicle was able to be restarted after six minutes, but it shook and idled roughly.
The failure occurred twenty times. The dealer stated that the throttle body needed to be
replaced. The vehicle was not repaired and the manufacturer was notified. While driving turning
left onto an expressway entrance my engine shut down I believe it was the ignition switch. I've
taken the vehicle to the dealer numerous times and they can't seem to find a solution. I am in
fear that one day this car will lose power at the wrong time and cause a serious if not fatal
accident. I would like the problem fixed or a reimbursement to invest in a new vehicle before it
is too late. The contact stated that while driving 60 mph, the engine low power warning light
illuminated as the engine stalled. The contact was able to restart the vehicle, but the engine loss
power warning light remained illuminated. The vehicle was taken to the dealer, who replaced the
throttle body assembly. The vehicle was repaired. In addition, the contact stated that four years
after the repair the vehicle would not start at the first attempt. The approximate failure mileage
was 72, Engine stopped running. Would not restart. To be fair, in retrospect, green should have
cleaned old part to save customer unnecessary costs. Now, three years later, this expensive fix
is needed again. According to lujack northpark auto, davenport, Iowa, invoice no. This car was
in lujacks three times this year. Not what you are looking for? Search for something else:.

Follow me on: Twitter Instagram Youtube. That's interesting Agree; clearly it is possible, but
certainly hard to see how it would be economic cost less than just selling the CTS and buying a
CTS-V, which brings suspension, brakes, transmission, etc. But, what fun as a project car! He
drove it for 35K miles, so perhaps he didn't have the brakes and suspension to support the
engine, but it must have been great fun in a straight line on a clear road. The problem is, for
what it takes to build and straighten out a car like that, you could indeed have a V. If you want a
sleeper, change the grille and take off the V emblems. Perhaps there is four-cylinder badging?
Just came across this! That's my car. I have plenty of pictures and can give advice to anyone
looking for it. There are a couple of things I would like to see about this car: pictures, and a
narrative on how you solved the problems. My experience in doing something similar in the 's is
that you start with the engine, and then you solve problems as they emerge until there aren't
any more problems. I would like to hear that story about this car. Your story will help us all to
understand and appreciate both the 3. Throughout the project I ran into alot of problems since
this had never been done before I had to figure out everything on my own, while the caddy
forum I was part of only received a "good job" or "you're stupid" comments. The first big thing
was getting the engine and transmission. I bought the ls2 and t56 from a guy in Kentucky with
very low miles I belive it was Kentucky and I also got the driveshaft, differential, and rear axles.
My cts was a 6 speed to begin with so I didnt have to deal with all the pedal swapping ect.
Based on weight differences, the ls2 didn't have a huge difference in weight than the ly7. I used
ly7 motor mounts to move the motor forward thus allowing more room for the transmission
accessablity. Everything went smoothly until wiring. Of course the engine came with a wiring
harness, but it doesn't match the base cts wiring harness obviously. I ended up replacing the
entire dash harness. I replaced it all because I got a steal on the price of the harness and I didn't
feel like splicing wires since electronics are my least favorite part. This could have just spliced
it in at the firewall. Another problem was the clutch. I was sent 2 wrong clutches. I ended up
going to monster clutch co and getting a stage 3 and 18lb fly. Next problem was bleeding the
clutch system. Not knowing gm products well I am a ford guy I didn't know that the cadillacs
had a 2 part prebled system so the slave would simply burst which happened multiple times. I'd
like to cover a few criticims of this project. First and foremost, for those who thought it would
never happen or it was impossible, I obviously proved you wrong. Second, many people say it
is impractical because you could get a v for cheaper. I find this to be a big bag of crap. Not only
was I not able to nor would I sell my 3. Many people however find their cts for much less than a
dime. Keep in mind that this cost was including the performance parts I added, and that I had
some good deals and hookups come through on this. Looking for the deals is the key. Third, I
want to cover the braking issue. Many argue that the v brembos are far superior. After research,
they only help in scenarios of autox. There isn't a benefit on the street or highway, the 3. I used
my 3. This can cause the vehicle to stop faster since the brakes aren't pulsating. Some say this
is unsafe, but I never had any issues at all even in scenarios when I had to brake quickly. If you
look into depth on this, the Chrysler brembos are in fact worse than the base model brakes and
are only there for show. And throughout the caddy forums you will find v owners swapping
brakes to base model for wheel fitment ect. I'll be posting up pictures here in a few. Ill put some
during and after pictures. Once again, sorry for the late reply! Sneaked in a picture of my
father's V. Note that I pay for all of my builds and parents contribute nothing. Nice; thanks for
the updates. You did all the work yourself and I assume had fun doing the project. I like that you
did it, as it shows what one can do. For the average person I would still recommend buying a V
rather than converting a V6. But the next time someone asks, I'll stick to my favorite response:
"How much money do you have? How fast do you want to go? Yes, I did all the work myself
asides welding the exhaust. Withou a doubt, if this was done at a shop you would get charged
more. BUT, based on mechanic hours, I believe it only calls for 24 hours on a powertrain
removal and install. This is for pulling and replacing with the same, but they are a good amount
of hours regardless. Some shops may not work on the vehicle since the the swap isn't
conventional, and others may refer you to a custom chop shop where prices will be higher.
From doing the swap, it has opened my eyes greatly to how simple cars are. If given the chance,
I would not hesitate to do it again myself even if given thr money to pay a shop to do it. Nothing
beats the experience you gain, the mechanical skills you learn I have had 3 projects before this
so I'd my fair share of knowledge , and the nights having friends come help out and hang out,
along with the pride of saying "I built this". For the average person, I wouldn't do this swap. The
time involved is greater than one would like to spend especially if the cts was their only vehicle.
Selling and buying is more convenient as well. Many people say it's the price, I disagree as I
stated. You pay for the convenience. This is very similar to those that would rather build things
themselves which costs less monetarily, but cost more in time versus someone who buys the
finished product costs more monetarily, but costs less in time. Addressing points in a post you

had; suspension: I had v front and rear sway bars, and eibach springs. Everything else other
than the springs and sway bars are exactly identical. The only difference in the two being a
thickness of the sway bars from base to v and the spring rate by a marginal difference. One can
simply get the v front bumper used and call it a day. I want to hear about you flogging it!! You
can't go to all that work and then not find out the results. Also more details about the build
would be interesting for many of us. Have you broke anything since? What other forum is this
car on, I would like to read about it as well as the comments? Personally I love this kind of
thing. I applaud your ingenuity, effort and results. Your information on the brakes is especially
illuminating. Your last post, that for a second car this is a practical, do-able project, is also very
good information for me and for Caddyinfo. Thank you for your time and interest. Haha of
course I ran through the gears. I wasn't overly happy with the choice of the stage 3 clutch. It
didn't provide enough "bite" for me. My past vehicle was a Mach 1 mustang and that had a
stage 2 clutch in it and it would jump on you if you weren't paying attention. That is the clutch I
like. More over, choosing a clutch is not only about horsepower and torque, actually it really
doesn't factor in horsepower too much. It also involves the weight of the vehicle. That is one
thing I would change. You all probably wouldn't believe me, but the max speed I took it to was
mph. Because me and my co-driver didn't believe the electronic readout, we did plug in the
information into a gear ratio calculator and got a very similar number. The car is also on cadillac
owners I believe. The tread however is very long and I stopped posting on it due to the lack of
support and respect I was getting. I do not own the car anymore. I had to sell it because of
going to college and the roads are treacherous down here. I have a toyota avalon atm and even
that vehicle will bottom out occasionally. I do know that the owner who bought the car did mess
it up somehow since he was trying to convert it to a stock v, I. I am not sure if or what the
current state of the car is now. There was plan to get the car dyno'ed before selling, but my
buddy who has a dyno at his school couldn't get me in and the shop local which I know the
owner of couldn't get me a spot either. However, we did hook it up to a GM ii scanner and went
through all the electronics. Even the best Interstate or parkway will have a soft spot that settled
a bit or a variation in elevation that is imperceptible at reasonable highways speeds, say up to
85 mph. And, tire life is measured in hours, not months or years. Where did you find a place
where you could take a CTS up to mph without being pitched into the air? We have an extremely
long stretch of highway that is newly paved and runs for about 4 hours of driving if you go
speed limit. The cts was also extremely low to the ground, to the point I couldn't pull it into my
driveway. I haven't seen anything newly paved lately, that's much over a half mile You can post
now and register later. If you have an account, sign in now to post with your account. Note:
Your post will require moderator approval before it will be visible. Paste as plain text instead.
Only 75 emoji are allowed. Display as a link instead. Clear editor. Upload or insert images from
URL. Reply to this topic Start new topic. Recommended Posts. Bruce Nunnally Posted June 11,
Posted June 11, I have up for sale my CTS that started as a 3. The body has 91k miles and all
the power and drivetrain have 34k miles on them. Here is a list of all the parts put into it:. Link to
post Share on other sites. Texas Jim 34 Posted June 11, Snug as a bug in a rug; I think I'd rather
have the
2007 cadillac escalade manual
ford f 150 wikipedia
2006 equinox fuse box cover
"V" if so inclined for a V Chuck '17 XT5, '04 Bravada Cadillac Jim Posted June 12, Posted June
12, Derrick Cleveland 0 Posted November 13, Posted November 13, Cadillac Jim Posted
November 14, Posted November 14, Derrick Cleveland 0 Posted December 5, Posted December
5, edited. Hey, sorry for the extremely late reply. Been busy with holidays and school. Posted
December 5, Bruce Nunnally Posted December 5, Derrick Cleveland 0 Posted December 6,
Posted December 6, edited. Posted December 6, Cadillac Jim Posted December 6, Have you
done performance testing? Derrick Cleveland 0 Posted December 7, Posted December 7,
Cadillac Jim Posted December 8, Posted December 8, Derrick Cleveland 0 Posted December 9,
Posted December 9, Cadillac Jim Posted December 9, Texas Jim 34 Posted December 9, Jon
Holderness 0 Posted February 21, Posted February 21, Join the conversation You can post now
and register later. Reply to this topic Insert image from URL. Followers 2. Go to topic listing.
Sign In Sign Up.

